Field Trip Fun with Miss Freedom at the Georgia Capitol Museum

How to Play: Follow the directions to the exhibit case that relates to each question. Case numbers will be a green outline of Miss Freedom on the bottom right side of each case. Read each clue and answer the questions that follow.

Directions, Clues, and Questions:

Facing the double elevators, go left and continue to the case marked with a number 1.

Inside the case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. **What is Georgia’s motto?**

Our motto represents the three branches of government. **What are the three branches of government?**

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next to the Mississippian Chief.

**How long have Native Americans lived in Georgia?**

**What are the four periods described in the case?**

Continue to the left and go around the corner. Find the case with a number 2.

This exhibit case explores Georgia’s Legislative branch. **What is the name of Georgia’s legislative branch?**

Continue to the right to the next case with a number 5.

Since its founding, Georgia has had five capital cities. **List Georgia’s five capitals in order.**

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Continue going down the hall and turn the corner. Stop at the model of Miss Freedom.

Miss Freedom was placed on the Capitol dome in 1888 one year before the building was finished. **What does Miss Freedom have in her right hand? Left hand?**

Continue to the left and find the case marked with a number 7.

The gold dome represents the first gold rush in the United States. **What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?**

Turn around and walk towards the cases on the left overlooking the South wing. Find case 9.

**What are the six duties of the Governor?**

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?

Walk back towards case 7, staying to the left to walk down the hallway, past the elevators to case with a bear.

This case and the cases next to it discuss Georgia’s five regions. **List Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region.**

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to your left and find the case with the number 11.

This case displays several fun and unusual artifacts. **What are the two artifacts with two heads?**
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**How to Play:** Follow the directions to the exhibit case that relates to each question. Case numbers will be a green outline of Miss Freedom on the bottom right side of each case. Read each clue and answer the questions that follow.

**Directions, Clues, and Questions:**

Facing the double elevators, go right and continue to the case with a bear inside.

This case and the cases next to it discuss Georgia’s five regions. **List Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region.**

Continue to the left and go around the corner. Find the case with a number 2.

This display explores Georgia’s Legislative branch. **What is the name of Georgia’s legislative branch?**

Continue to the right to the next case with a number 5.
Since its founding, Georgia has had five capital cities. **List Georgia’s five capitals in order.**

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to your left and find the case with the number 11.

This case displays several fun and unusual artifacts. **What are the two artifacts with two heads?**

Continue going down the hall and turn the corner. Stop at the model of Miss Freedom.

Miss Freedom was placed on the Capitol dome in 1888 one year before the building was finished. **What does Miss Freedom have in her right hand? Left hand?**

Our motto represents the three branches of government. **What are the three branches of government?**

Continue to the left and find the case marked with a number 7.

The gold on the dome represents the first gold rush in the United States. **What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?**

Turn around and walk towards the cases on the left overlooking the South wing. Find the case 9.

**What are the duties of the Governor?**

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next to the Mississippian Indian Chief.

**How long have American Indians lived in Georgia?**

**What are the four periods described in the case?**

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?
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How to Play: Follow the directions to the exhibit case that relates to each question. Case numbers will be a green outline of Miss Freedom on the bottom right side of each case. Read each clue and answer the questions that follow.

Directions, Clues, and Questions:

Find the model of Miss Freedom in the museum.

What famous statue is she often miss-taken for?

Look at the case to Miss Freedom’s left. What happened to her in 1965?

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 7.

The gold on the dome is real and represents the first gold rush in the United States. What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the gold? What famous document did he sign?

Walk toward the model of the Capitol and turn left. These four cases discuss the governors of Georgia. Find the case with a number 13.

Georgia governors receive many gifts while in office, some of them very unique. Which governor received the gold phone and why?

Look in the case to the right. Which governor received a baseball bat?

Name five former Georgia governors.

Return to the replica of the gold dome. Follow the hallway to the left. Examine the fourth case on your left.

What programs have students participated in at the Georgia State Capitol?

Keep following the hall and turn right around the corner. Find case 1

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. What is Georgia’s motto?

Our motto represents the three branches of government. What are the three branches of government?

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next to the Mississippian Indian Chief.

How long have Native Americans lived in Georgia?

What are the four periods described in the case?

Turn around and move forward. Find the case with a number 9.

These cases represent several minerals found throughout Georgia. Write two natural Georgia minerals and what they are used to make.

Which of these minerals might you find in your home?

Look at the columns behind you. Look at the columns behind you. Read the signs. What famous monument uses Georgia marble?

Keep walking towards the cases to your left with several animals. These cases discuss Georgia’s five regions

List three of Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region.

1.
2.
3.
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How to Play: Follow the directions to the exhibit case that relates to each question. Case numbers will be a green outline of Miss Freedom on the bottom right side of each case. Read each clue and answer the questions that follow.

Directions, Clues, and Questions:

Find the Mississippian Chief. Next to him find case 10.

How long have Native Americans lived in Georgia?

What are the four periods described in the case?

Turn around and move forward and to the left. Find the case number 9.

These cases represent several minerals found throughout Georgia. Write two natural Georgia minerals and what they are used to make.

Which of these minerals might you find in your home?

Look at the columns behind you. Read the signs. What famous monument uses Georgia marble?

Keep walking towards the cases to your left with several animals. These cases discuss Georgia’s five regions.

List three of Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region.

1.
2.
3.

At the case with the bear turn left and continue straight until you find case 1.

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. What is Georgia’s motto?

Our motto represents the three branches of government. What are the three branches of government?

Follow the hallway to your right. Examine the fourth case on your right, passing the clock.

What programs have students participated in at the Georgia State Capitol?

Keep following the hallway to your left and find case 13. These four cases on your left discuss the governors of Georgia.

Georgia governors receive many gifts while in office, some of them very unique. Which governor received the gold phone and why?

Look in the case to the right. Which governor received a baseball bat?

Name five former Georgia governors.

Turn until you see the replica of the gold dome. Go towards the display to find case 7 to the right.

The gold on the dome is real and represents the first gold rush in the United States. What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the gold? What famous document did he sign?

Move to your right until you find Miss Freedom.

What famous statue is she often miss-taken for?

Look at the case to Miss Freedom’s left. What happened to her in 1965?
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Directions, Clues, and Questions:

Facing the double elevators, go left and continue to the case marked with a number 1.

Inside the case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. What is Georgia’s motto? **Wisdom, Justice, Moderation**

Our motto represents the three branches of government. What are the three branches of government? **Teachers note that the answer to this question is not in the museum. This should be discussed in class or on tour.**

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next to the Mississippian Chief.

How long have Native Americans lived in Georgia? 12,000 years

What are the four periods described in the case? Mississippian, Woodland, Archaic, Paleoindian

Continue to the left and go around the corner. Find the case with a number 2.

This exhibit case explores Georgia’s Legislative branch. What is the name of Georgia’s legislative branch? **Georgia General Assembly**

Continue to the right to the next case with a number 5.

Since its founding, Georgia has had five capital cities. List Georgia’s five capitals in order.

Savannah, Augusta, Louisville, Milledgeville, Atlanta

Continue going down the hall and turn the corner. Stop at the model of Miss Freedom.

Miss Freedom was placed on the Capitol dome in 1888 one year before the building was finished. What does Miss Freedom have in her right hand? Left hand?

Torch, Sword

Continue to the left and find the case marked with a number 7.

The gold dome represents the first gold rush in the United States. What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?

Dahlonega

Turn around and walk towards the cases on the left overlooking the South wing. Find case 9.

What are the six duties of the Governor?

Chief Executive, Chief Legislator, Commander in Chief, Chief Politician, Chief of State, and Budget Director

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?

To talk about trade with Japan

Walk back towards case 7, staying to the left to walk down the hallway, past the elevators to case with a bear.

This case and the cases next to it discuss Georgia’s five regions. List Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region. (Multiple correct animals)

Mountains
Piedmont
Upper Coastal Plain
Okefenokee Swamp
Coast

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to your left and find the case with the number 11.

This case displays several fun and unusual artifacts. What are the two artifacts with two heads? Cow and Snake
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Directions, Clues, and Questions:
Facing the double elevators, go right and continue to the case with a bear inside.

This case and the cases next to it discuss Georgia’s five regions. List Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region. (Multiple correct animals)

Mountains
Piedmont
Upper Coastal Plain
Okefenokee Swamp
Coast

Continue walking past the marble columns, turn to your left and find the case with the number 11.

This case displays several fun and unusual artifacts. What are the two artifacts with two heads?

Cow and Snake

Turn around and walk back toward the double elevators and find the case marked with a number 1.

Inside the case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. What is Georgia’s motto?

Wisdom, Justice, Moderation

Our motto represents the three branches of government. What are the three branches of government?

**Teachers note that the answer to this question is not in the museum. This should be discussed in class or on tour.

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next to the Mississippian Indian Chief.

How long have American Indians lived in Georgia? 12,000 years

What are the four periods described in the case?

Mississippian, Woodland, Archaic, Paleoindian

Continue to the left and go around the corner. Find the case with a number 2.

This display explores Georgia’s Legislative branch. What is the name of Georgia’s legislative branch?

Georgia General Assembly

Continue to the right to the next case with a number 5. Since its founding, Georgia has had five capital cities. List Georgia’s five capitals in order.

Savannah, Augusta, Louis ville, Milledgeville, Atlanta

Continue going down the hall and turn the corner. Stop at the model of Miss Freedom.

Miss Freedom was placed on the Capitol dome in 1888 one year before the building was finished. What does Miss Freedom have in her right hand? Left hand?

Torch, Sword

Continue to the left and find the case marked with a number 7.

The gold on the dome represents the first gold rush in the United States. What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?

Dahlonega

Turn around and walk towards the cases on the left overlooking the South wing. Find the case 9.

What are the duties of the Governor?

Chief Executive, Chief Legislator, Commander in Chief, Chief Politician, Chief of State, and Budget Director

Why did Governor Carl Sanders visit Japan?

To talk about trade with Japan
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**Directions, Clues, and Questions:**

*Find the model of Miss Freedom in the museum.*

**What famous statue is she often miss-taken for?**

**Statue of Liberty**

Look at the case to Miss Freedom's left. What happened to her in 1965?

**Struck by lightning**

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 7.

The gold on the dome is real and represents the first gold rush in the United States. **What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?**

**Dahlonega**

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the gold? What famous document did he sign?

**William Few, Constitution**

Walk toward the model of the Capitol and turn left. These four cases discuss the governors of Georgia. Find the case with a number 13.

Georgia governors receive many gifts while in office, some of them very unique. **Which governor received the gold phone and why?**

**Lester Maddox, 100 Millionth**

Look in the case to the right. **Which governor received a baseball bat?**

Gov. George Busbee

**Name five former Georgia governors.**

**Several correct answers**

Return to the replica of the gold dome. Follow the hallway to the left. Examine the fourth case on your left.

**What programs have students participated in at the Georgia State Capitol?**

**Legislative internship, governor internship, Youth Assembly, Page**

Keep following the hall and turn right around the corner. Find case 1.

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. **What is Georgia's motto?**

**Wisdom, Justice, Moderation**

Our motto represents the three branches of government. **What are the three branches of government?**

**Two correct answers**

**Teachers note that the answer to this question is not in the museum. This should be discussed in class or on tour.**

Go to the left, towards the case with a number 10 next to the Mississippian Indian Chief.

**How long have Native Americans lived in Georgia?**

**12,000 years**

**What are the four periods described in the case?**

**Mississippian, Woodland, Archaic, Paleoindian**

Turn around and move forward. Find the case with a number 9. These cases represent several minerals found throughout Georgia. **Write two natural Georgia minerals and what they are used to make.**

**Multiple correct answers**

Which of these minerals might you find in your home?

**Multiple correct answers**

Look at the columns behind you. **What famous monument uses Georgia marble?**

**Lincoln Memorial**

Keep walking towards the cases to your left with several animals. These cases discuss Georgia’s five regions.

**List three of Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region.**

**Mountains**

**Piedmont**

**Upper Coastal Plain**

**Okefenokee Swamp**

**Coast**
**Directions, Clues, and Questions:**

*Find the Mississippian Chief. Next to him find case 10.*

**How long have Native Americans lived in Georgia?**

*12,000 years*

**What are the four periods described in the case?**

Mississippian, Woodland, Archaic, Paleoindian

*Turn around and move forward and to the left. Find the case number 9.*

These cases represent several minerals found throughout Georgia. **Write two natural Georgia minerals and what they are used to make.**

*Multiple correct answers*

**Which of these minerals might you find in your home?**

*Multiple correct answers*

**Look at the columns behind you. Read the signs. What famous monument uses Georgia marble?**

Lincoln Memorial

*Keep walking towards the cases to your left with several animals. These cases discuss Georgia’s five regions*

**List three of Georgia’s five regions along with at least one (1) animal from each region.**

Mountains
Piedmont
Upper Coastal Plain
Okefenokee Swamp
Coast

At the case with the bear turn left and continue straight until you find case 1.

Inside this case, you will find the Georgia State Flag, which has the Georgia state seal! The state seal has our state motto written across three pillars. **What is Georgia’s motto?**

Wisdom, Justice, Moderation

Our motto represents the three branches of government. **What are the three branches of government?**

**Teachers note that the answer to this question is not in the museum. This should be discussed in class or on tour.**

Follow the hallway to your right. Examine the fourth case on your right, passing the clock.

**What programs have students participated in at the Georgia State Capitol?**

Legislative internship, governor internship, Youth Assembly, Page

Keep following the hallway to your left and find case 13. These four cases on your left discuss the governors of Georgia.

Georgia governors receive many gifts while in office, some of them very unique. **Which governor received the gold phone and why?**

Lester Maddox, 100 Millionth

Look in the case to the right. **Which governor received a baseball bat?**

Gov. George Busbee

**Name five former Georgia governors.**

*Multiple correct answers*

Turn until you see the replica of the gold dome. Go towards the display to find case 7 to the right.

The gold on the dome is real and represents the first gold rush in the United States. **What city in Georgia was the site of the first gold rush?**

Dahlonega

Whose wooden chest did they use to collect the gold? What famous document did he sign?

William Few, Constitution

*Move to your right until you find Miss Freedom.*

What famous statue is she often miss-taken for?

**Statue of Liberty**

Look at the case to Miss Freedom’s left. **What happened to her in 1965?**

Struck by lightning
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